Product Sunset Notice For
DynaPro, DynaPro v3, and DynaPro mini PIN acceptance

• **Final NEW ORDER Date is Friday, March 12, 2021:** Orders must be placed by March 12, 2021 in order to ship by the April 30th date. MagTek will make every effort to fulfill orders, but greater lead-times may be necessary to accommodate larger orders.

• **Final NEW ORDER shipment date is April 30, 2021:** We cannot ship any new PCI orders (even to existing customers) after April 30, 2021. We can only repair/replace field units after this date.

• **Customer/Reseller/Distributor Distribution:** Deployment can continue as long as:
  1. Devices were shipped from MagTek prior to April 30, 2021.
  2. The deployment is for replacement to the original owners and location.

• **DynaPro, DynaPro v3, and DynaPro mini used in PCI-P2PE solutions AND USING PIN:** PCI-P2PE requires a PCI-PTS certified device regardless of PINs being used. As such, those customers who desire to maintain a PCI-P2PE certification will need to place their last orders in time to receive their shipment by April 30, 2021 or move to a DynaPro Go.

• **Warranty:** 1 year from date of purchase. Existing warranties will be honored.

• **Repairs:** After the April 30, 2021 date, we will be able to repair or replace PCI listed units that fail in the field. Non PCI units delivered after April 30, 2021 can be repaired or replaced as needed.

• **Terms:** Tax and shipping are additional. Orders will be fulfilled on a first come first serve basis, while inventory allows.
• **DynaPro, DynaPro v3, and DynaPro mini NOT used in a PCI-P2PE solution AND NOT using PIN:** If the solution does not use the device in a PCI-P2PE certified system, and if the customer does not use their device for PIN acceptance, then a PCI-PTS certification is not required and units may be purchased by existing customers as well as new customers. After April 30, 2021 new or existing customers may use the device to read magstripe, chip and contactless cards; and to use the device for manually entered transactions. However, use in PIN acceptance or PCI-P2PE systems is not permitted by PCI-DSS.

• **Warranty:** 1 year from date of purchase. Existing warranties will be honored.

• **Terms:** Tax and shipping are additional. Orders will be fulfilled on a first come first serve basis, while inventory allows.

---

**Transition to**

**DynaFlex and DynaFlex Pro**

**MSR, EMV, NFC SRED Device**
DynaFlex and DynaFlex Pro are ready to launch your payment environment to the next level. All DynaFlex products offer an integrated secure card reader authenticator for magnetic stripe cards, EMV chip cards (contact and contactless), and NFC enabled mobile wallets including Samsung Pay, Google Pay, and Apple Pay. DynaFlex Pro products offer a touchscreen display for added convenience.

Start your development efforts today and make certain you are ready to go with your new locations after the April 30, 2021 deadline.

Click here to view SDK and API details >>

Contact us Today!

Contact retail.solutions@magtek.com to find out more and to get your development underway.